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Ion-induced nucleation. II. Polarizable multipolar molecules
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Density functional theory is applied to ion-induced nucleation of polarizable multipolar molecules.
The asymmetric nature of the ion–molecule interaction is shown to cause the sign preference
ion-induced nucleation. When the ion–molecule interaction is weak, the observed sign preference
consistent with that of the bare ion–molecule interaction potential and decreases with increasin
supersaturation. However, as the ion–molecule interaction becomes stronger, the sign preference
the reversible work exhibits some nontrivial behavior. For molecular parameters applicable for CS2
and CH4, the predicted values of the reversible work of nucleation depend on the sign of the ion
charge, yielding a difference in the nucleation rate by factors of 10 to 102 and 10 to 105,
respectively. ©1995 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In ion-induced nucleation ions act as sites for vapor m
ecule cluster formation, thereby enhancing the ease w
which clusters can form in a supersaturated vapor over t
in the absence of ions.1–7 Despite the long recognition of the
phenomenon of ion-induced nucleation, a detailed und
standing of the physics of the interaction between neu
vapor molecules and ions that leads to an enhanced rat
nucleation in the presence of ions has been lacking. A qu
tion basic to the process is whether one can predict on f
damental grounds how the rate of nucleation will, for a pa
ticular vapor molecule, depend on the sign and properties
the ion. While both positive and negative ions increase
nucleation rate, most substances exhibit a preference for
ion polarity over the other. For some substances, howe
even a qualitative agreement among experiments on the
preference for nucleation is lacking.8 Definite conclusion on
the sign preference for some substances still awaits furt
investigations.9

Physically, the dependence of the ion-induced nucleat
rate of a substance on the sign of the ion charge must a
from some sort of asymmetry in the molecular interaction
Such asymmetry should, in principle, manifest itself in a si
dependence of the relevant thermodynamic quantities suc
the surface tension. Several attempts have been made t
corporate molecular characteristics within the framework
the capillarity theory.4,10–13These theories were critically re
viewed by Rabeony and Mirabel,8 who concluded that only
Rusanov and Kuni’s model12,13 could correctly predict the
sign preference for a few substances, although the predi
sign effect was shown to be extremely sensitive to a para
eter in the theory that cannot be evaluated within the clas
cal framework. It has also been noted8 that, except for its
inability to explain the sign effect, the best predictions of t
reversible work, when compared with experimental da
come from Thomson’s original equation.14 Most importantly,
these theories all apply for polar materials and are incapa
of predicting a sign preference for nonpolar substances.
failure of these approaches merely points to the need
consistent treatment of the molecular characteristics in eva
ating the free energy by means of statistical mechanics.

In the previous work,15 we applied a statistical mechani
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cal density functional theory to ion-induced nucleation of
dipolar molecules. Asymmetry was introduced into the ion–
molecule interaction by means of a permanent dipole mo
ment placed at a distancea off the center of a molecule. It
was concluded that this asymmetry in the ion–molecule in
teraction is directly responsible for the sign preference in
ion-induced nucleation.

This paper is intended to propose an alternative mech
nism, applicable for both polar and nonpolar substance
through which a sign preference in the rate of nucleatio
arises. In particular, we present a density functional theor
for ion-induced nucleation of polarizable multipolar mol-
ecules. For a fixed orientation of a molecule, the ion–
molecule interaction through the molecular polarizability is
independent of the sign of the ion charge, while that throug
the permanent multipole moments is not. As a result of thi
asymmetry, the reversible work acquires a dependence on t
sign of the ion charge.

The outline of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II, we first
introduce our model representation of a molecule, and the
construct a density functional for the grand potential in term
of two order parameters, the particle number density and th
rescaled ion charge. The latter is related in a simple way to
locally defined dielectric constant. Bulk properties are de
rived from the density functional. Section III describes the
solution methods for determining the equilibrium profiles.
The reversible work of nucleation is obtained from the equi
librium profiles and reported in Sec. IV. Finally, some con-
cluding remarks are given with a brief discussion in Sec. V

II. DENSITY FUNCTIONAL THEORY

A. The model and the intermolecular potential

Let us consider a system of spherical molecules each
which has, at its center, electric permanent multipole mo
ments, polarizability, and hyperpolarizabilities. We assum
that a molecule is in its ground state under the influence o
the external electric field and suppose that the interactio
potentialf~1,2! between one molecule atr1 with orientation
R̂1 and the other atr2 with orientationR̂2 can be written as

f~1,2!5fd~r 12!1fatt~r 12!1fmp~1,2!, ~1!
89930)/8993/17/$6.00 © 1995 American Institute of Physicsct¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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8994 Kusaka, Wang, and Seinfeld: Ion-induced nucleation. II
wherer 125ur22r1u. We use the notationj to represent both
the translational and orientational coordinates of moleculej .
fd(r 12) andfatt(r 12! form the isotropic part of the interac-
tion potentialf~1,2!. fd(r 12) is the hard sphere potentia
given by

fd~r 12!5H 1` if r 12,d

0 otherwise.
~2!

fatt(r 12! is the perturbative attractive potential whose e
plicit form is chosen to be

fatt~r 12!52eattS d

r 12
D 6, ~3!

whereeatt is a positive constant.
In this model, the anisotropic part off~1,2! arises from

the orientational dependence of the interaction potential b
tween multipole moments on the molecule 1 and those on
molecule 2. Care must be taken, however, to correctly inc
porate the effect of the molecular polarizability. To determin
the explicit form of this anisotropic interaction potentia
fmp~1,2!, we first consider the electrostatic energyU(1), in
the external electric fieldFa~r !, of a neutral molecule 1 in a
fixed position and orientation. In this external field, the mo
ecule acquires the induced multipole moments, which alo
with its permanent multipole moments constitute the tot
multipole moments. Thus16,17

U~1!5Upol~1!2ma
~T!~1!Fa~r1!2 1

3Qab
~T!~1!Fab~r1!

2 1
15Vabg

~T! ~1!Fabg~r1!2 1
105Fabgd

~T! ~1!Fabgd~r1!

1h.o., ~4!

where tensor notation is employed and

Upol~1![ 1
2aab~1!Fa~r1!Fb~r1!

1 1
3Aa,bg~1!Fa~r1!Fbg~r1! ~5!

is the work required to polarize the molecule.aab andAg,ab

are, respectively, polarizability and hyperpolarizability an
are symmetric ina andb. Also,Ag,aa[0.

16,17Other terms in
Eq. ~4! are the electrostatic interaction energy between t
resulting total multipole moments on the molecule 1 and t
external electric field.ma

(T)(1), Qab
(T)(1), Vabg

(T) (1), and
Fabgd

(T) (1) are, respectively, the total electric dipole, quadr
pole, octopole, and hexadecapole moments, of the molec
1 expressed in a laboratory coordinate systemO2x1x2x3 .
~See Fig. 1.! In Eqs.~4! and ~5!,

Fab~r1![
]Fa

]xb
U
r5r1

,

Fabg~r1![
]2Fa

]xb]xg
U
r5r1

, ~6!

Fabgd~r1![
]3Fa

]xb]xg]xd
U
r5r1

are the spatial gradients ofFa~r ! evaluated at the center of
the molecule 1.xa is thea component ofr . When the elec-
tric field Fa~r ! is due only to a point charge, h.o. in Eq.~4!
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represents the termsO(R26) or smaller, whereR tempo-
rarily denotes the distance between the point charge and
molecule. In Appendix A, the total multipole moments are
related to the polarizabilities and the permanent multipol
moments.

In our study of ion-induced nucleation, we may decom-
poseFa into Fa

ion due to an ion andFa
( j ) due to total multi-

pole moments on the moleculej . Thus

U~1!5Upol~1!1U ion~1!1(
jÞ1

Ump~1,j !, ~7!

where

U ion~1!52ma
~T!Fa

ion~r1!2 1
3Qab

~T!~1!Fab
ion~r1!2 1

15Vabg
~T! ~1!

3Fabg
ion ~r1!2 1

105Fabgd
~T! ~1!Fabgd

ion ~r1!1h.o. ~8!

and

Ump~1,2!52ma
~T!~1!Fa

~2!~r1!2 1
3Qab

~T!~1!Fab
~2!~r1!

2 1
15Vabg

~T! ~1!Fabg
~2! ~r1!2 1

105Fabgd
~T! ~1!

3Fabgd
~2! ~r1!1h.o.

~9!

Then,Upol~1!1U ion~1! can be regarded as an external poten
tial of the molecule 1 andUmp~1,2! can be identified with
fmp~1,2!. The explicit expression forUmp~1,2! is given in
Appendix B with its derivation. In what follows, it is enough
to note thatUmp~1,2! is a sum of terms proportional to a
product of a total multipole moment of the molecule 1 and
that of the molecule 2 and is symmetric in 1 and 2.

It should be noted here that the separation implied b
Eq. ~7! is only formal at this stage. In fact, neitherUpol~1!
norU ion~1! is a one body potential sinceFa~r1! and the total
multipole moments at the molecule 1 depend on the electr
field due to other molecules as well as onFa

ion~r1!.

FIG. 1. Model of a molecule and an ion. The origin of the laboratory
coordinate systemO2x1x2x3 is taken at the center of the ion, where a point
chargeqion is located.O(1)2x1

(1)x2
(1)x3

(1) is the local coordinate system
whose origin coincides with the center of the molecule 1, and thex3

(1) axis is
parallel to x3 the axis. ~f1,u1,c1! is the Euler angle of the body fixed
coordinate systemO(B1)2x1

(B1)x2
(B1)x3

(B1).
o. 20, 22 November 1995t¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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8995Kusaka, Wang, and Seinfeld: Ion-induced nucleation. II
B. Construction of the functional

Consider an open system, for which the grand poten
V is the proper thermodynamic potential. In density fun
tional theory,V of the system is given as a functional o
order parameters such as the position–orientation distri
tion functionr~r ,R̂! defined by

r~r ,R̂![K (
j51

N

d~r2r j !d~R̂2R̂j !L . ~10!

Within the framework of mean field theory and under th
local density approximation,V is given in terms ofr~r ,R̂!
by15,18

V@r#5kBTE d1 r~1!$ log@L3r~1!#21%

1E dr1 f
exc~n~r1!!2E d1 r~1!@m2v~1!#

1
1

2E E d1 d2r~1!r~2!H~r 122d!

3@fatt~r 12!1fmp~1,2!#, ~11!

wherekB is the Boltzmann constant,T is temperature,L is
de Broglie’s thermal wavelength, andm is the chemical po-
tential of the system.f exc~n~r !! is the excess Helmholtz free
energy per unit volume, arising from hard sphere exclusi
over the free energy density of an ideal gas. Employing
Carnahan–Starling equation,19

f exc~n!5kBTn
y~423y!

~12y!2
,

~12!
y[~p/6!d3n.

H is the Heaviside step function approximating the hard co
exclusion between a pair of molecules.

In Eq. ~11!, v(1) is an external field. We take an ion a
a point chargeqion placed at the center of a hard sphere
radiusr ion, which itself is fixed at the center of a molecula
cluster. Then the ion–molecule interaction can be treated
an external potentialv(1), which is composed of the hard
core repulsive potential andUpol~1!1U ion~1!. As shown in
Fig. 1, we take the origin of the coordinate syste
O2x1x2x3 at the center of the ion, and choose thex3 axis
parallel tor1. Then

Fa
ion~r !5qion

xa

r 3
, ~13!

which is substituted into Eq.~8! to obtain

U ion~1!5qionH 2
1

r 1
2m3

~T!~1!1
1

r 1
3Q33

~T!~1!

2
1

r 1
4V333

~T! ~1!1
1

r 1
5F3333

~T! ~1!J
[qionuT~1!. ~14!

We leave the detailed derivation of Eq.~14! to Appendix C.
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C. Approximate formulas

The equilibrium distribution forr~r ,R̂) is determined by
the stationarity condition of the grand potentialV:

dV

dr
50. ~15!

Because of the implicit dependence ofUpol~1! andU ion~1! on
r~r ,R̂), the functional derivative in Eq.~15! cannot be readily
performed. To circumvent this difficulty, we shall introduce
further approximations.

In this work, a molecule is represented as a polarizabl
hard sphere of radiusd/2 with attractive potential and per-
manent multipole moments grafted on it. Consider the elec
tric field Fa~r ! inside the molecule 1, fixed atr1, as a result
of the ion and other molecules, which constitute charge dis
tribution exterior to this hard sphere of radiusd/2. Note that
Fa~r ! depends parametrically onr 1 which determines the
boundary of the charge distribution. Because of the axia
symmetry of the system aroundr1, Fa~r ! is given in terms of
some functionf 1 as

Fa~r ;r 1!5 f 1~u;r 1!
xa

r 3
, ~16!

whereu is the angle betweenr and r1. In arriving at Eq.
~16!, we made use of the fact thatFa~r ! is divergenceless
inside the hard sphere. As an approximation, we ignore theu
dependence off 1 and denote it byqeff~r 1!. Then,

Fa~r ;r 1!5qeff~r 1!
xa

r 3
, ~17!

which is the electric field we would have in the absence o
any molecule as a result of a point chargeqeff~r 1! at the
origin. In other words, under the approximation we have
introduced, the effect of the intermolecular interaction repre
sented byfmp~1,2! is to simply rescale the ion chargeqion to
qeff~r 1!. Equation~17! gives the electric field produced by
the ion and other molecules inside the hard sphere represe
ing the molecule 1, in contrast to the electric displacemen
given by Eq.~13!. Their ratio can be interpreted as a locally
defined dielectric constante(r 1!:

e~r 1!5
qion

qeff~r 1!
. ~18!

Using the explicit form ofFa~r ! given by Eq.~17!, we may
rewrite Eqs.~4! and ~5! as

U~1!5Upol~1!1qeff~r 1!u
T~1! ~19!

and

Upol~1!5
1

2
qeff~r 1!

2S 1r 14a33~1!2
2

r 1
5A3,33~1! D

[
1

2
qeff~r 1!

2upol~1!, ~20!

respectively. It should be noted here that the field gradien
in Eqs.~4! and~5! are evaluated at the center of the molecule
1 for the fixed position of that molecule. Operationally, we
o. 20, 22 November 1995ct¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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8996 Kusaka, Wang, and Seinfeld: Ion-induced nucleation. II
take the spatial derivatives of the fieldFa~r ;r 1! with respect
to r for fixed r1 and evaluate them atr1. As mentioned in
Sec. II A, the total multipole moments can be expressed
terms of the permanent multipole moments and the pola
abilities; thus we may rewriteuT(1), defined in Eq.~14! as

uT~1!52qeff~r 1!u
pol~1!2

1

r 1
2m3

~P!~1!1
1

r 1
3Q33

~P!~1!

2
1

r 1
4V333

~P! ~1!1
1

r 1
5F3333

~P! ~1!

[2qeff~r 1!u
pol~1!1uP~1!. ~21!

The detailed derivation of Eqs.~19!–~21! is given in Appen-
dix C. We use the superscript (P) for the tensor components
of the permanent multipole moments. Inspection of Eq
~14!, ~20!, and ~21! reveals thatUpol~1! and U ion~1! now
depend only onr 1 and the orientation of the molecule 1
Thus, we have reduced the many body potentialUpol~1! and
U ion~1! to the corresponding effective one body potentials

qeff~r ! introduced above has yet to be determined. It
therefore natural to rewrite the functional forV so thatqeff~r !
serves as an order parameter. We first assume thatr~r ,R̂! is
separable:

r~r ,R̂!5n~r !m~r ,R̂!, ~22!

where

n~r ![K (
j51

N

d~r2r j !L ~23!

is the particle number density distribution function an
m~r ,R̂) is the orientational distribution function at positionr .
From Eqs.~10!, ~22!, and~23!, it follows that

n~r !5E dR̂ r~r ,R̂! ~24!

and

E dR̂ m~r ,R̂!51. ~25!

When Eq.~22! is introduced, Eq.~11! becomes
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103, NDownloaded¬21¬Dec¬2005¬to¬131.215.225.171.¬Redistribution¬subjec
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V@n,m#5kBTE d1 n~r 1!m~1!log m~1!1E dr1 f
d~n~r 1!!

2E d1 n~r 1!m~1!@m2v~1!#

1
1

2E E dr1 dr2n~r 1!n~r 2!H~r 122d!fatt~12!

1
1

2E E d1 d2n~r 1!n~r 2!m~1!m~2!

3H~r 122d!fmp~1,2!, ~26!

where f d(n) is the Helmholtz free energy density per un
volume of the hard sphere fluid, and is given by

f d~n!5kBTn@ log~L3n!21#1 f exc~n!. ~27!

SinceU(1) obtained in Eq.~19! is now a one body
potential, we make an ansatz:

m~1!5
1

ZR~r 1!
expH 2

U~1!

kBT
J , ~28!

which is the orientational distribution, in an external fie
U(1), of amolecule that is otherwise isolated.ZR(r 1) is a
normalization constant required by Eq.~25!

ZR~r 1!5E dR̂ expH 2
U~1!

kBT
J . ~29!

Equation~28! shows that we can introduceU(1) as a new
order parameter in place ofm(1). An alternative, yet physi-
cally more transparent, choice isqeff~r 1!, which is related to
the local dielectric constante(r 1) through Eq.~18!. For ar-
bitrary functionsGa~1! andGb~1,2!, we define their angular
averages by

^Ga~1!&R̂1[E dR̂1 m~1!Ga~1! ~30!

and

^Gb~1,2!&R̂1R̂2[E E dR̂1 dR̂2 m~1!m~2!Gb~1,2!,

~31!

respectively. Using Eqs.~14!, ~19!, and~28!, we rewrite Eq.
~26! as follows:
V@n,qeff#5E dr1 f
d(n~r 1!)2E dr1 n~r 1!$m1kBT log@ZR~r 1!#%1E dr1 n~r 1!@q

ion2qeff~r 1!#^u
T~1!&R̂1

1
1

2E E dr1 dr2 n~r 1!n~r 2!H~r 122d!fatt~r 12!1
1

2E E dr1 dr2 n~r 1!n~r 2!H~r 122d!^fmp~1,2!&R̂1R̂2. ~32!
We have replacedv(1) by Upol~1!1U ion~1!. The hard core
repulsion of the ion imposes the boundary condition

n~r !50 ~ if r,r ion1d/2!. ~33!

As before, the stationarity condition ofV determines the
equilibrium profile forn(r ) andqeff~r !:
ot
dV

dn
50 and

dV

dqeff
50. ~34!

Noting thatqeff~r 1! dependence ofV is explicit in the third
term of Eq.~32! and also implicit inZR(r 1) and the angular
. 20, 22 November 1995¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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averages indicated bŷ•••&R̂1 and ^•••&R̂1R̂2, Eq. ~34! be-
comes

05md~n~r 1!!2$m1kBT log@ZR~r 1!#%1@qion2qeff~r 1!#

3^uT~1!&R̂11E dr2 n~r 2!H~r 122d!fatt~r 12!

1E dr2 n~r 2!H~r 122d!^fmp~1,2!&R̂1R̂2 ~35!

and

05@qeff~r 1!2qion#H F ^uT~1!2&R̂12^uT~1!&R̂1
2 G

1kBT^upol~1!&R̂1J 2E dr2 n~r 2!H~r 122d!

3H @^fmp~1,2!uT~1!&R̂1R̂22^fmp~1,2!&R̂1R̂2^u
T~1!&R̂1#

2kBTK ]fmp~1,2!

]qeff~r 1!
L
R̂1R̂2

J , ~36!

wheremd(n)[] f d/]n. The derivation of Eq.~36! is rather
lengthy and is given in Appendix D.

Equations~32!, ~35!, and ~36! constitute the central re-
sult at this stage. Briefly, first we solve Eqs.~35! and~36! to
obtain the equilibrium profiles ofn(r ) and qeff~r ! in
r.r ion1d/2. The obtained profiles are substituted into E
~32! to evaluate the grand potential of the system. As sho
in Appendix E, some of the integrations indicated in the
equations are analytically tractable, reducing the dimensi
ality of the integrals in Eq.~32! to at most four and those in
Eqs.~35! and ~36! to at most three.

D. Bulk properties

In the absence of the external field, the thermodynam
properties of a homogeneous system can be easily der
from Eq.~32!. Let qion50, then Eq.~36! has a trivial solution
of qeff~r !50. In fact, if qeff(r )50, U(1) given by Eq.~19!
becomes zero and hencem(1) is constant. Then the angula
averages of the total multipole moments on the molecule
and 2 are all zero, for these angular averaged tensors
spherically symmetric as well as traceless. Sincefmp~1,2! is
a sum of the terms proportional to the total multipole m
ments of the molecules 1 and 2, the terms involvingfmp~1,2!
in Eq. ~36! are zero and Eq.~36! is identically satisfied. This
also means that under the mean field approximation e
ployed in the present work, bulk properties of the system a
in the absence of the external field, the same as those of
system of molecules without polarizabilities or permane
multipole moments.

Settingn(r ) to a constantn in Eq. ~32!, we obtain the
Helmholtz free energy density:

f ~T,n!52p1mn

52kBTn log f R1 f d~n!2 1
2a

attn2. ~37!
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Note thatV52pV for a homogeneous system.f R is the
contribution from the free rotation of a molecule, the value
of which is 8p2 in general and equals 4p for a linear mol-
ecule.aatt is defined here by

aatt[2
1

VE E dr1 dr2 H~r 122d!fatt~r 12!

52E dr12 H~r 122d!fatt~r 12!. ~38!

For the particular choice offatt~r 12! given by Eq.~3!, one
has

aatt5
4p

3
eattd3. ~39!

Equation~37! is a fundamental equation of the isotropic sys-
tem. Note that Eq.~37! is essentially the same as for the
isotropic system of molecules without polarizability or per-
manent multipole moments.f R merely affects the value of
f (T,n) at the standard state. From Eq.~37! by well known
thermodynamic relations, one obtains

m~T,n!52kBT log f R1md~n!2aattn, ~40!

p~T,n!5nmd~n!2 f d~T,n!2 1
2a

attn2. ~41!

At a given temperature, the coexisting bulk densities are
determined by

m l~T,nl
eq!5mv~T,nv

eq!,
~42!

pl~T,nl
eq!5pv~T,nv

eq!,

where the subscriptsl and v refer to liquid and vapor, re-
spectively. The spinodal curve which divides the metastable
and unstable regions inT2n phase diagram is obtained by

]p

]n
50. ~43!

The critical point is located in the phase diagram by Eq.~43!
and

]2p

]n2
50, ~44!

with a numerical solution

yc5
p

6
d3nc

'0.13044;

1

kBTc
'2.6503S 1

eattD . ~45!

III. SOLUTION METHODS FOR THE EQUILIBRIUM
PROFILES

GivenT/Tc and supersaturationS, defined as the ratio of
the metastable vapor pressure to the equilibrium vapor pres
sure, we can calculate, via Eqs.~40!–~42!, the chemical po-
tentialm of the system and the densities of the bulk liquidnl
and vapornv at that chemical potential. For thus obtainedm
o. 20, 22 November 1995ct¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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8998 Kusaka, Wang, and Seinfeld: Ion-induced nucleation. II
andnv , Eqs.~35! and~36! have to be solved simultaneousl
with the boundary conditions given by Eq.~33! and

n~r !→nv as r→`. ~46!

Let dn(r ) and dqeff(r ) be the deviations ofn(r ) and
qeff(r ), respectively, from the exact solutions of Eqs.~35!
and ~36!. ExpandingV[n,qeff# around the approximate pro
files and ignoring the higher order, one finds that the error
V, which we denote byDV, due to the deviations ofn(r )
andqeff(r ) from the exact solutions, satisfies

uDVu<E dr1U dV

dn~r 1!
dn~r 1!U1E dr1U dV

dqeff~r 1!
dqeff~r 1!U

<nmaxE dr1U dV

dn~r 1!
U1uqionu E dr1U dV

dqeff~r 1!
U, ~47!

wherenmax 5 A2/d3 is the density at the closest packing
Note that the rescaled chargeqeff(r 1) never exceedsq

ion. We
define

Dn[nmaxE dr1U dV

dn~r 1!
U,

~48!

Dq[uqionu E dr1U dV

dqeff~r 1!
U,

and demand that bothDn andDq be sufficiently small.
Under a condition that nucleation takes place, Eqs.~35!

and~36! have two sets of solutions forn(r ) andqeff~r !. One
is for a metastable state exhibiting the vapor solvation of
ion and the other is for a critical nucleus, which correspon
to a saddle point in the functional space. The metasta
profiles forn(r ) andqeff~r ! are obtained by iteration. In par
ticular, we start from the initial guess

qeff~r !5qion and n~r !5nv . ~49!

For this n(r ), we can solve Eq.~36! by iteration untilDq

becomes sufficiently small. The resultingqeff~r ! is used in
Eq. ~35!, which is now iterated just once. Usingn(r ) and
qeff~r ! thus obtained as the next guess, we repeat the s
procedure until bothDn andDq become sufficiently small.
To obtain the critical nucleus by iteration, we take

qeff~r !5qion and n~r !5H nl r<R

nv otherwise
~50!

as the initial guess and proceed in the same manner as fo
metastable nucleus. IfR is too small, the nucleus shrinks a
the iteration proceeds, while it grows ifR is too large. Start-
ing from several values ofR, it is possible to findR* such
that the nucleus neither shrinks nor grows as the iteration
repeated. In the actual computation,R* was identified with
that which yields, after some steps of iteration,n(r ) that
minimizes Dn . Then, thisn(r ) was used with the corre-
spondingqeff~r 1! as the initial guess in solving Eq.~35! more
accurately by the Newton–Raphson method, after which
iterative solution of Eq.~36! follows. Usingn(r ) andqeff(r )
thus obtained as the next guess, we repeatedly applied
process until bothDn andDq become sufficiently small. The
grand potentialV of a system was calculated from Eq.~32!
for the obtained equilibrium profiles. The reversible work
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103, NDownloaded¬21¬Dec¬2005¬to¬131.215.225.171.¬Redistribution¬subjec
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nucleationDV, not to be confused with that in Eq.~47!, was
calculated as the difference ofV for the critical nucleus and
for the metastable nucleus.

Finally, the boundary of the system is taken to be
sphere, the radiusr 0 of which is sufficiently large so that
n(r 0! andq

eff~r 0! attain their limiting valuesnv andq
ion/ev .

Hereev is the dielectric constant of the bulk vapor of density
nv . There are two contributions to the free energy density
r 1,r 0 resulting from the interaction across the system
boundary atr 0 . One is throughf

att~r 12! and can be evaluated
analytically. The other is throughfmp~1,2!, which was calcu-
lated numerically by noting that the contribution to the free
energy density atr 1 comes from only those molecules in the
spherical shell ofr L,r,r 11d, where r L is the larger of
r ion1d/2 andr 12d. ~See Appendix E.! The free energy den-
sity in r 1.r 0 is determined byT, nv , ev , anduqionu, being a
constant which is same for the critical nucleus and for th
metastable nucleus. This allows one to calculate the free e
ergy difference between two systems which have the sameT,
nv , ev , and uqionu without introducing any truncation error.

IV. RESULTS AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS

In applying the above density functional theory to a par
ticular substance, one needs to know its critical temperatu
Tc , the molecular diameterd, the polarizabilities, and the
permanent multipole moments. The value ofTc is generally
available20 andd can be estimated from the molecular geom
etry. The values of the polarizabilities and the permane
multipole moments can be obtained from quantum mechan
cal calculations. The results are available for some materia
e.g., ~CH3!2O, CH3OH, CH4, CS2, and H2O.

21–23 Among
these, perhaps the most interesting case would be H2O. How-
ever, any sensible treatment of water requires a proper a
count of hydrogen bonding and is not attempted in the cu
rent work. We have limited our application to ion-induced
nucleation of CS2, CH4, and CCl4. Except for CCl4, these
materials are rarely used in experiments, yet they are high
symmetric, thereby reducing the computational work, whil
still serving to illustrate some of the essential features o
ion-induced nucleation. The values of the molecular param
eters used in this work are given in Table I.

We nondimensionalized relevant quantities by model pa
rameters:d as the length scale,kBTc as the energy scale, and
ueu for electric charge, wheree is the electron charge. Non-
dimensionalized quantities are denoted by; ~tilde!.

A. CS2

Figure 2 shows the density profilen(r ) of CS2 obtained
at T̃50.55 and supersaturationS52. As mentioned in Sec.
III, a metastable profile shows solvation of the ion. Volume
exclusion due to the ion surface, which is regarded as a ha
wall, is apparent outside the first coordination shell. The gen
eral feature of particular interest is that near the ion surfac
the number densityn(r ) is higher whenqion,0 both for the
metastable and for the critical nucleus than whenqion.0.
This indicates that the ion–molecule interaction is stronger
qion,0, implying some sort of asymmetry in the interaction
o. 20, 22 November 1995t¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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Downloaded¬21¬
TABLE I. Material constants for CS2 and CH4 ~Refs. 22 and 23!. a0 ande are Bohr radius and the electron
charge, respectively. As indicated by the superscript (B), tensor components are expressed in body fixed
coordinate system~Refs. 22 and 23!. Values of the other tensor components are readily deduced from those
given here from the molecular symmetry. The C–Cl bond length is taken from Ref. 24, while the values of the
critical temperature are taken from Ref. 20.b is defined in Eq.~54!. The values of the polarizabilities and the
permanent multipole moments for CCl4 are estimated from the corresponding values for CH4 as explained in
Sec. IV B.

CS2 CH4 CCl4

Tc 552 K 190.5 K 556.6 K
d ;5.868a0 ;4.104a0 ;6.654a0

~S–S distance! ~23C–H distance! ~23C–Cl distance!
b 97.62 404.4 85.40
m 0 0 0
Q Q33

(B)52.425ueua02 0 0
V 0 V123

(B) 52.410ueua03 V123
(B) 5210.98ueua03

F F3333
(B) 5140.1ueua04 F3333

(B) 527.690ueua04 F3333
(B) 558.07ueua04

a a11
(B)5a22

(B) a33
(B)515.98a0

3 a33
(B)572.80a0

3

536.58a0
3

a33
(B)593.14a0

3

A 0 A1,23
(B) 59.46a0

4 A1,23
(B) 571.44a0
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To see this more explicitly, consider the bare ion–molec
interaction energyUb(1), which is obtained by setting
qeff~r 1!5qion in Eqs.~19!–~21!:

Ub~1!52 1
2q

ion2upol~1!1qionuP~1!. ~51!

Since CS2 is a linear centro-symmetric molecule,Ub(1) de-
pends only on the ion–molecule separationr 1 and the angle
u1 between the radial directionr1 and C–S bond. We plotted
Ub(1) in Fig. 3, as a function ofucosu1u at r 151.5d,
namely, at the minimum ion–molecule separation wh
r ion5d. The sign dependence ofUb(1) shown in Fig. 3 can
be readily understood as follows. As shown in Fig. 4, the fi
term in Eq.~51! is minimum when the C–S bond lines u
with the electric field due toqion, irrespective of its sign,
while the second term yields the minimum value at the an
which changes fromucosu1u51 to ucosu1u'0.45 as qion

changes its sign from negative to positive. Stated differen
when qion,0, the polarizabilities and the permanent mul
pole moments work constructively to orient the molecu
along the direction of the electric field while they wor
rather destructively ifqion.0.
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The sign dependence ofUb(1) is present for a molecule
even with only a single permanent multipole moment, high
than the dipole, without polarizabilities. Thus in the case o
linear centro-symmetric molecule, the interaction energy
tween the ion~point charge! and the quadrupole moment o
the molecule depends quadratically on cosu1, attaining the
minimum value at cosu150 for one sign of the ion charge
which is, in general, different from what is obtained
cosu1561 as the minimum for the other sign of the io
charge. Such possibility of producing the sign effect from
single permanent multipole moment is not pursued here,
the contribution toUb(1) from each one of the permanen
multipole moments or the polarizabilities is comparable
each other at least for those molecules close to the ion.

The sign dependence ofUb(1) is counteracted to some
extent by the dielectric response of the condensing m
ecules. Figure 5 shows the variation of the local dielect
constant e(r ) corresponding to the density profilen(r )
shown in Fig. 2. For a given value ofr , a profile with a
smaller value ofe(r ) applies for the metastable nucleu
while the larger corresponds to the critical nucleus. Clea
FIG. 2. Equilibrium density profiles of CS2 at T̃50.55 andS52. For each
value of q̃ion, the lower profile corresponds to the metastable nuclei, while
the upper profile represents the critical nuclei.

FIG. 3. The bare ion–molecule interaction potentialŨb(1̃) for CS2 at
r̃ 151.5 anduq̃ionu51.
o. 20, 22 November 1995ct¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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9000 Kusaka, Wang, and Seinfeld: Ion-induced nucleation. II
the effective electric field around the ion is weaker wh
qion,0 compared to the case ofqion.0. Recall the definition
of e(r )given in Eq.~18!.

Density profiles of CS2 in the case ofq̃ion521 are
shown in Fig. 6 atT̃50.55 for several values of the supe
saturation. Figure 6 shows a similar feature to that obser
in our previous work on ion-induced nucleation of a dipo
fluid.15 Namely, a metastable nucleus grows asS increases,
while the critical nucleus shrinks. These two profiles even
ally coincide at a certain supersaturationS,Smax, where
Smax is the supersaturation at the spinodal, indicating the
set of instability of the vapor phase in the presence of
ion. These trends can be explained by a completely par
argument to that given previously15 and will not be repeated
here.

Figure 7 shows the local dielectric constant profilee(r )
under the same condition as for Fig. 6. Comparing Fig
with Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 with Fig. 7, one finds thate(r ) at r is
roughly proportional to the local densityn(r ) at that point. A
remarkable exception is the sharp peak ine(r ) near the ion
surface and the oscillation following the peak; the latter
particularly clear for a large nucleus. To understand this
havior, we obtainede(r ) at T̃50.55 corresponding to a sim

FIG. 4. Contributions for Ũb(1̃) from ~i! the polarizabilities

@2
1
2q

ion2upol(1)/kBTc# and the permanent multipole momen
[qionuP(1)/kBTc# with ~ii ! q̃ion521 and~iii ! q̃ion51.

FIG. 5. Variation of the local dielectric constante( r̃ ) corresponding to the
density profileñ( r̃ ) given in Fig. 2. For each value ofq̃ion, the lower profile
corresponds to the metastable nuclei, while the upper profile represen
critical nuclei.
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pler density profilen(r )5nmax. Figure 8 shows that the
sharp peak followed by the oscillation persists even ifn(r ) is
constant throughout. As shown in Appendix E, only those
molecules in the spherical shellr L,r,r 11d contribute to
the dielectric constante(r 1) at r 1 . In the present case of
uniform density, the number of moleculesNe(r 1) in this
spherical shell is proportional to the volume of the shell and
a monotonically increasing function ofr 1 . On the other
hand, as shown in Appendix E, contributions to the integra
in Eq. ~36! tend to cancel and the average total multipole
moments on a molecule decrease asr 1 is increased, both of
which reduce the magnitude of the integral in Eq.~36!. At
the r 1→` limit, the increase inNe(r 1) balances exactly the
decrease in the magnitude of the integral to yield the con
stant value ofe~`!. However, whenr 1 , r ion 1 3

2d, the in-
crease inNe(r 1) is due partially to the increase in the spheri-
cal shell thickness, which leads to the steep increase ine(r 1)
in this range ofr 1 . Now, the existence of a peak implies that
there must be a competing factor with this steep increase
e(r 1!. To see how this happens, first recall thate(r 1) is es-
sentially the reciprocal of the effective electric field due to
qion and other molecules inr L,r 2,r 11d, the field by the
latter being in the opposite direction to the former. When
e(r 2) is larger, the electric field atr 1 created by those mol-
ecules in this region is smaller, causing the decrease ine(r 1).

the

FIG. 6. Variation in the density profilesñ( r̃ ) of CS2 with the supersaturation
S. T̃50.55 andq̃ion521.

FIG. 7. Local dielectric constantse( r̃ ) corresponding to the density profiles
shown in Fig. 6.
o. 20, 22 November 1995ct¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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9001Kusaka, Wang, and Seinfeld: Ion-induced nucleation. II
A peak in e(r ) near the ion arises as a result of these tw
competing factors. The same mechanism is responsible
the oscillation ofe(r ) mentioned above.

Figure 9 shows the difference between the reversi
work DV1/kBT of nucleation of CS2 on a positive ion and
that (DV2/kBT) on a negative ion. Calculations were pe
formed close to but below the supersaturation at which
metastable nucleus reaches its stability limit. For both cas
this happens atS,Smax, but first for the case ofqion,0 as
the result of the preference to the negative ion shown
Ub(1). Strictly speaking, one has to take into account t
effect of the dielectric response of the condensing molecu
In all of our calculations for CS2, however, we found that the
quantities defined as

DVcritical[V1
critical2V2

critical ,
~52!

DVmetastable[V1
metastable2V2

metastable

were both positive, being consistent with the sign preferen
of Ub(1). Here Vcritical and Vmetastable, respectively, denote
the grand potential of a system with a critical nucleus and
metastable nucleus. We see that the observed sign prefer
of the reversible work is also consistent with that shown
Ub(1). As we shall see below, however, the latter is n

FIG. 8. Local dielectric constantse( r̃ ) at T̃50.55 corresponding to the
density profilen(r )5nmax.

FIG. 9. The difference in the reversible work of nucleation of CS2 between
the cases ofq̃ion51 andq̃ion521. r̃ ion51. Three values ofSmax represent the
supersaturation at the spinodal. From the left, they correspond toT̃50.65,
T̃50.55, andT̃50.45, respectively.
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always the case. A similar monotonic decrease
DV12DV2 with increasingS is observed to that found pre-
viously for dipolar molecules.15

B. CH4 and CCl 4

Figure 10 shows the sign preference in the case of CH4.
A similar trend is found to the case of CS2. In Fig. 11, we
show the sign preference of the reversible work for CH4 and
CCl4. In both calculations,T̃50.55 andr ion is set equal to
the diameter of a CH4 molecule.

The calculation for CCl4 is only qualitative. Since not all
of the required molecular parameters are available for th
molecule, we estimated them from the corresponding valu
for CH4. We simply assumed that the polarizabilities and th
permanent multipole moments scale with proper powers
the molecular size and that the permanent multipole m
ments have a sign opposite to those of CH4. The latter as-
sumption follows from the relative electronegativites:24 Cl
.C.H.

Here again, calculations are made close to but below t
supersaturation at which a metastable nucleus becomes
stable. From Fig. 11, it is observed that the ion is more e
fective for CH4 both in reducing the nucleation barrier and in
producing the sign preference. When nondimensionalize

FIG. 10. Same as Fig. 9, but for CH4. Smax for T̃50.45 is not shown in the
figure.

FIG. 11. The sign preference in the reversible work of nucleation of CH4,
and CCl4 at T̃50.55.r ion is chosen to be the same as the diameter of a CH4

molecule.
No. 20, 22 November 1995ct¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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9002 Kusaka, Wang, and Seinfeld: Ion-induced nucleation. II
Ub(1) scales with a dimensionless quantityb:

Ũ~ 1̃![
Ub~1!

kBTc
;b, ~53!

where

b[
e2

dkBTc
. ~54!

A larger value ofb implies a stronger ion–molecule interac
tion and hence larger reduction in the nucleation barrier.
general, the asymmetry in the ion–molecule interaction
still buried in the dimensionlessŨb(1̃)/b, the magnitude of
b dictating the sensitivity of the system to this asymmetry.
the present case where the polarizabilities and the perma
multipole moments are estimated as above,Ũb(1̃) for CCl4
differs from that for CH4 only by the value ofb. Results
shown in Fig. 11 are consistent with the values ofb given in
Table I. Also, Fig. 11 shows that the reversal of the sign
the permanent multipole moments results in reversing
sign preference, as one can see from Eq.~51!. It should be
noted here that the difference in electronegativity between
and C~;0.5! is larger than that between C and H~;0.4!.24

Thus, our prediction on the sign preference for CCl4 is con-
sidered to be a lower bound to a true value.

C. Effect of r ion and q ion

In the foregoing, we have shown that the sign preferen
in the reversible work of nucleation arises from the asy
metric nature in the ion–molecule interaction. One c
change the strength of this interaction by changing eitherqion

or r ion. Figure 12 shows the effect ofuqionu on the sign pref-
erence in ion-induced nucleation of CS2, while Fig. 13
shows the effect ofr ion. From Figs. 12 and 13, we see tha
the metastable nucleus reaches its stability limit faster as
electric displacement due to the ion becomes stronger. T
follows from the fact that for a given value of the supersat
rationS, the metastable nucleus becomes larger with incre
ing ion–molecular interaction, while the critical nucleu
shrinks. However, Figs. 12 and 13 show that increasing
ion–molecule interaction does not necessarily increase
sign preference, for when this interaction is increased, so

FIG. 12. Effect ofuqionu on the sign preference in the reversible work o
nucleation of CS2 at T̃50.55. r̃ ion51.
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the dielectric response of the condensing fluid. In this stron
ion–molecule interaction regime, however, contributions
from hyperpolarizabilities neglected in Eq.~4! may become
significant,25 since the interaction energy between the ion
and these hyperpolarizabilities scales with some power o
qion higher than unity.16,17A change inqion affects the ion–
molecule interactionUb~1! rather uniformly for all the mol-
ecules within the whole system, while changingr ion alters
the relative importance of the terms inUb(1) mainly for
those molecules close to the ion. This explains the qualitativ
difference between Figs. 12 and 13.

A rather striking feature to be observed in Fig. 13 is the
reversal in the sign preference that occurs at lower supersa
ration withr ion50.5d. To see its implication, first rewrite the
sign preferenceDV12DV2 as follows:

DV12DV25~V1
critical2V1

metastable!2~V2
critical2V2

metastable!

5~V1
critical2V2

critical!2~V1
metastable2V2

metastable!

5DVcritical2DVmetastable. ~55!

We show each term in Eq.~55! separately in Fig. 14, which
indicates that bothDVcritical andDVmetastable, in fact, preserve
the sign preference that is indicated byUb(1). However,

FIG. 13. Effect of r ion on the sign preference in the reversible work of
nucleation of CS2 at T̃50.55. uq̃ionu51.

FIG. 14. Variations ofDVcritical/kBT andDVmetastable/kBT with supersatura-
tion S for various values ofr ion. From the top, they correspond to the case of
r̃ ion50.5, r̃ ion50.7, r̃ ion51.0, and r̃ ion51.5, respectively.T̃50.55 and
uq̃ionu51.
o. 20, 22 November 1995t¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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9003Kusaka, Wang, and Seinfeld: Ion-induced nucleation. II
when the ion–molecule interaction is increased near the
as a result of decreasingr ion, it is counteracted by the dielec
tric response of the condensing fluid in this region. The eff
is more significant for clusters with higher density, name
for critical nuclei at lower supersaturation, thereby causi
DVcritical to become smaller thanDVmetastable.

In all calculations the sign preference toward a negat
ion was recovered as the stability limit is approached. This
only obvious, for

DV12DV2;DV1.0 ~56!

in this limit as long as the sign preference in the sense m
tioned above Eq.~52! is preserved. One can also alter th
sign preference in the reversible work by choosing a diff
ent value ofqion or r ion for a positive ion from that of a
negative ion. In this respect, it is important to actually ide
tify the ion involved in experiments on ion-induced nucle
ation. We note recent progress in this direction reported
Kaneet al.26

D. The validity of the model representation

To evaluate the validity of the current model represen
tion of a molecule, we calculated the dielectric constante l of
the bulk liquid phase. The intensive state of the liquid
chosen to be the one at vapor–liquid coexistence. When
density profile

n~r !→nl as r→` ~57!

is substituted, Eqs.~18! and ~36! yields a solution with a
limiting behavior

e~r !→e l as r→`. ~58!

We can obtain thise l by solving Eq.~36! numerically and
setting

e l'e~r 0!. ~59!

Alternatively, we may ignore the higher permanent multipo
moments and hyperpolarizability to find that

e l511
16pma

~P!ma
~P!

9kBT
nl

~polar–nonpolarizable molecule!,
~60!

e l511
8paaa

9
nl ~nonpolar–polarizable molecule!.

Calculated values ofe l are compared in Fig. 15 against th
experimental values obtained at 1 atm.20 In the case of CS2,
the predicted values ofe l agree well with the data, though
the disagreement is quite large~;130%! for CH4. In light of
the approximations involved in our model representation,
agreement is noteworthy and the model captures many of
most important characteristics of intermolecular or ion
molecule interactions.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have shown that the sign preference
ion-induced nucleation can be explained in terms of t
asymmetric nature of the ion–molecule interaction. Cons
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tent treatment of such molecular characteristics is achiev
by means of a statistical mechanical density function
theory. Within the framework of a mean field theory, th
grand potential is obtained in terms of two order paramete
the particle number densityn(r ) and the rescaled ion charge
qeff~r !, the latter taking account of the dielectric response
the condensing molecules. When the intensive state of t
supersaturated vapor is specified, the stationarity conditi
of the grand potential uniquely determines a critical nucleu
and a metastable nucleus for given values of model para
eters.

All the molecular parameters used in the present work,
not already available, can be obtained from quantum m
chanical calculations. Although the current theory is appl
cable for both polar and nonpolar materials, we have co
fined our application of the theory to ion-induced nucleatio
of CS2 and CH4, for which the required molecular param-
eters are readily accessible.22,23When the electric displace-
ment due to an ion is sufficiently weak, the calculated rever
ible work shows a preference consistent with that of the ba
ion–molecule interaction potential. In particular, a prefe
ence is exhibited toward a negative ion, influencing th
nucleation rate by factors of 10 to 102 for CS2 and 10 to 10

5

for CH4. The predicted sign preference decreases with i
creasing supersaturation. Qualitative prediction of the io
induced nucleation of CCl4 reveals that this substance shoul
exhibit a preference toward positive ions, in agreement wi
existing data.5 Qualitatively different behavior was observed
for the predicted sign preference when the electric displac
ment due to an ion is increased.

Our theory at this stage is at best semiquantitative bo
in the model representation and in the theoretical treatme
First, we placed polarizabilities and permanent multipo
moments at the center of a spherical molecule. Such rep
sentation, however, is valid only when the ion–molecule o
intermolecular separation is large in comparison to the m
lecular dimension. To some extent, one could relax this lim
tation by distributing the polarizabilities and the multipole
moments among various sites in a molecule.27–29Part of the
molecular symmetry is captured in our model through th
tensors representing polarizabilities and permanent multipo
moments. However, actual molecular shape is yet anoth

FIG. 15. Comparison of the values of dielectric constant of bulk liqui
obtained from the present theory@Eq. ~60!# and experiments.
o. 20, 22 November 1995ct¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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9004 Kusaka, Wang, and Seinfeld: Ion-induced nucleation. II
important factor in determining the packing structure of m
ecules around the ion. Proper account of this effect requ
an intermolecular potential with an anisotropic repuls
part.

Second, we have characterized an ion by its charge
radius, and the ion–molecule interaction is assumed to
purely electrostatic along with the hard core repulsion at
ion surface. It was shown by Spears25 that as long as chemi
cal bonding is negligible, the ion–molecule interaction c
indeed be quantitatively treated by an electrostatic mo
while the details of the repulsive interaction and the pola
ability of the ion were also shown to be important. On t
other hand, one would not expect the present theory to
applicable to a system where the chemical nature of the
teraction between the ion and molecules plays an impor
role.30 Further complication arises since ions present in
experiments are often complex molecules such as H1~H2O!n
rather than simply ionized atoms. Then, the ion itself must
treated by means of statistical mechanics. Also, we avoi
the explicit consideration of the fluctuation of an ion with
the nucleus by taking the position of the point charge as
origin. It is expected that at least part of this contribution
the free energy cancels out when taking the difference
tween two states in obtaining the reversible work. In a m
accurate model representation, one would have to treat
system as a binary in which the ion is the second compon
at extremely low concentration.

Finally, a better treatment of the pair-correlation functi
than that in a mean field theory, along with the abov
mentioned model representation of a molecule, will undou
edly give a better description of the fluid structure within t
cluster. Thus the density profile near the ion will exhib
oscillations resembling that near a hard wall, which can
ther enhance or reduce the oscillatory behavior in the lo
dielectric constant near the ion. Spontaneous polariza
may be observed at the interface as a result of the inho
geneity in density. Nevertheless, it is clear that some of
most important characteristics of ion-induced nucleat
have been captured in the present theory, which forms a b
for explaining this well known phenomenon that has hithe
remained inexplicable within the classical framework.
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APPENDIX A: DEFINITIONS OF MULTIPOLE
MOMENTS

We start from the expression for the electrostatic ene
U(1) in the external electric fieldFa~r ! of a neutral mol-
ecule 1 in a fixed position and orientation:16,17

U~1!52ma
~P!~1!Fa~r1!2 1

3Qab
~P!~1!Fab~r1!2 1

15Vabg
~P! ~1!

3Fabg~r1!2 1
105Fabgd

~P! ~1!Fabgd~r1!

2 1
2aab~1!Fa~r1!Fb~r1!

2 1
3Aa,bg~1!Fa~r1!Fbg~r1!1h.o., ~A1!
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wherema
(P)(1), Qab

(P)(1), Vabg
(P) (1), andFabgd

(P) (1) are de-
fined as follows:31

ma
~P!~1!5E dr r~1!~r !xa ,

Qab
~P!~1!5

1

2E dr r~1!~r !@3xaxb2r 2dab#,

~A2!

Vabg
~P! ~1!5

1

2E dr r~1!~r !@5xaxbxg2r 2~xadbg1xbdga

1xgdab!#,

Fabgd
~P! ~1!5

1

8E dr r~1!~r !@35xaxbxgxd

25r 2~xaxbdgd1xaxgdbd1xaxddbg

1xbxgdad1xbxddag1xgxddab!

1r 4~dabdgd1dagdbd1daddbg!#,

and, respectively, the permanent electric dipole, quadrupo
octopole, and hexadecapole moments, of the molecule 1
pressed in a laboratory coordinate systemO2x1x2x3 . ~See
Fig. 1.! Clearly, these quantities are all invariant with respe
to any permutation of the indices and become zero when t
sum is taken with respect to any two indices.r~1!~r ! is the
charge density distribution in the molecule 1 in the absen
of any external field. We introduce the total multipole mo
ments by16,17

ma
~T!~1![2

]U

]Fa
5ma

~P!~1!1aab~1!Fb~r1!

1 1
3Aa,bg~1!Fbg~r1!1h.o.,

Qab
~T!~1![23

]U

]Fab
5Qab

~P!~1!1Ag,ab~1!Fg~r1!1h.o.,

~A3!

Vabg
~T! [215

]U

]Fabg
5Vabg

~P! ~1!1h.o.,

Fabgd
~T! ~1![2105

]U

]Fabgd
5Fabgd

~P! ~1!1h.o.

Since Ag,ab is symmetric with respect toa and b and
Ag,aa[0,16,17 it is clear that the total multipole moments
possess the same properties as those of the permanent
tiple moments mentioned above. In fact, we can define t
total multipole moments through similar relations to thos
given in Eq.~A2! with the superscript (P) replaced by (T).
Finally, we can rewrite Eq.~A1! to obtain Eq.~4! by means
of Eq. ~A3!.

APPENDIX B: Ump(1,2)

We start from Eq.~9!. Fa
(2)~r1! is given in terms of the

electrostatic potentialC~2!~r ! created by the total multipole
moments on the molecule 2:

Fa
~2!~r1!52

]C~2!~r !

]xa
U
r5r1

. ~B1!
o. 20, 22 November 1995ct¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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9005Kusaka, Wang, and Seinfeld: Ion-induced nucleation. II
Denoting ther~2!~r ! the charge density distribution in the
molecule 2 in the presence of the ion and the other m
ecules,

C~2!~r !5E dr 8
r~2!~r 8!

ur2r 8u
. ~B2!

We expand the denominator aroundr 85r2 and use Eq.~A2!
with the superscript (P) replaced by (T). Taking the spatial
derivatives of the resulting expression with respect tor and
settingr5r1, as indicated by Eq.~6!, we obtain for a neutral
molecule

Fa
~2!~r1!5Tabmb

~T!~2!1 1
3TabgQbg

~T!~2!1 1
15TabgdVbgd

~T! ~2!

1 1
105TabgdeFbgde

~T! ~2!1O~r 12
27!,

Fab
~2!~r1!52Tabgmg

~T!~2!2 1
3TabgdQgd

~T!~2!2 1
15TabgdeVgde

~T!

3~2!1O~r 12
27!,

Fabg
~2! ~r1!5Tabgdmd

~T!~2!1 1
3TabgdeQde

~T!~2!1O~r 12
27!,

Fabgd
~2! ~r1!52Tabgdeme

~T!~2!1O~r 12
27!, ~B3!

where

Tab[
]2r21

]xa]xb
U
r5r12

,

Tabg[
]3r21

]xa]xb]xg
U
r5r12

,

~B4!

Tabgd[
]4r21

]xa]xb]xg]xd
U
r5r12

,

Tabgde[
]5r21

]xa]xb]xg]xd]xe
U
r5r12

.

Using Eq.~B3! in Eq. ~9!, we obtain

Ump~1,2!

52Tabma
~T!~1!mb

~T!~2!2 1
3Tabg$ma

~T!~1!Qbg
~T!~2!

2Qab
~T!~1!mg

~T!~2!%2Tabgd$
1
15ma

~T!~1!Vbgd
~T! ~2!

2 1
9Qab

~T!~1!Qgd
~T!~2!1 1

15Vabg
~T! ~1!md

~T!~2!%2Tabgde

3$ 1
105ma

~T!~1!Fbgde
~T! ~2!2 1

45Qab
~T!~1!Vgde

~T! ~2!

1 1
45Vabg

~T! ~1!Qde
~T!~2!2 1

105Fabgd
~T! ~1!me

~T!~2!%. ~B5!

When r1 and r2 are exchanged,Tabg and Tabgde change
their signs whileTab and Tabgd remain unaffected, since
r1252r21. Thus,U

mp~1,2! is symmetric in 1 and 2, a prop-
erty used in arriving at Eqs.~35! and ~36! from Eq. ~32!.

APPENDIX C: THE ION–MOLECULE INTERACTION
ENERGY

We choose the coordinate system in which the positi
vectorr1 of the molecule 1 is parallel to thex3 axis.~See Fig.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103, NDownloaded¬21¬Dec¬2005¬to¬131.215.225.171.¬Redistribution¬subjec
l-

n

1.! The only nonzero components of the electric field and its
spatial gradients atr1, resulting from a point chargeq at the
origin, are

F35
q

r 1
2 ,

F115F225
q

r 1
3 ,

F3352
2q

r 1
3 ,

F1135F22352
3q

r 1
4 ,

F3335
6q

r 1
4 , ~C1!

F11115F222252
9q

r 1
5 ,

F112252
3q

r 1
5 ,

F11335F22335
12q

r 1
5 ,

F333352
24q

r 1
5 ,

and those obtained by any permutation of their indices. Us
ing the symmetry and traceless properties discussed in A
pendix A of the multipole moments and the polarizabilities,
we therefore obtain

ma~1!Fa~r1!5
q

r 1
2m3~1!,

Qab~1!Fab~r1!52
3q

r 1
3 Q33~1!,

Vabg~1!Fabg~r1!5
15q

r 1
4 V333~1!,

~C2!

Fabgd~1!Fabgd~r1!52
105q

r 1
5 F3333~1!,

aab~1!Fa~r1!Fb~r1!5
q2

r 1
4 a33~1!,

Aa,bg~1!Fa~r1!Fbg~r1!52
3q2

r 1
5 A3,33~1!.

The first four equations are valid for both total and perma
nent multipole moments. Using Eq.~C2! and settingq5qion,
we rewrite Eq.~8! to obtain Eq.~14!. Similar procedures are
followed withq5qeff(r 1! to obtain Eq.~19! from Eq.~4! and
Eq. ~20! from Eq. ~5!.
o. 20, 22 November 1995t¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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Finally, using Eq.~C1! in Eq. ~A3! with q5qeff(r 1!, we
obtain

m3
~T!~1!5m3

~P!~1!1qeff~r 1!S 1r 12a33~1!2
1

r 1
3A3,33~1! D

1h.o.,

Q33
~T!~1!5Q33

~P!~1!1
qeff~r 1!

r 1
2 A3,33~1!1h.o.,
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103, NDownloaded¬21¬Dec¬2005¬to¬131.215.225.171.¬Redistribution¬subjec
V333
~T! ~1!5V333

~P! ~1!1h.o.,

F3333
~T! ~1!5F3333

~P! ~1!1h.o., ~C3!

which is substituted into Eq.~14! to obtain Eq.~21!.

APPENDIX D: DERIVATION OF EQ. (36)

We start from Eq.~32!, which is rewritten here as
V@n,qeff#5E dr1 f
d~n~r 1!!2E dr1 n~r 1!$m1kBT log@ZR~r 1!#%1E d1 n~r 1!m~1!@qion2qeff~r 1!#u

T~1!

1
1

2E E dr1 dr2 n~r 1!n~r 2!H~r 122d!fatt~r 12!1
1

2E E d1 d2n~r 1!n~r 2!m~1!m~2!H~r 122d!fmp~1,2!.

~D1!

Consider an infinitesimal change inqeff~r 1! while n(r 1! is fixed. Noting thatfmp~1,2! is symmetric in 1 and 2,

dV52kBTE dr1 n~r 1!
1

ZR~r 1!

]ZR~r 1!

]qeff~r 1!
dqeff~r 1!2E d1 n~r 1!m~1!uT~1!dqeff~r 1!1E d1 n~r 1!

3@qion2qeff~r 1!#u
T~1!dm~1!1E d1 n~r 1!m~1!@qion2qeff~r 1!#

]uT~1!

]qeff~r 1!
dqeff~r 1!1E E d1 d2 n~r 1!n~r 2!m~2!

3H~r 122d!fmp~1,2!dm~1!1E E d1 d2 n~r 1!n~r 2!m~1!m~2!H~r 122d!
]fmp~1,2!

]qeff~r 1!
dqeff~r 1!. ~D2!
,

en
From Eqs.~19!–~21!, ~28!, and~29!

]uT~1!

]qeff~r 1!
52upol~1!,

1

ZR~r 1!

]ZR~r 1!

]qeff~r 1!
52

1

kBT
^uT~1!&R̂1, ~D3!

dm~1!5
1

kBT
m~1!@^uT~1!&R̂12uT~1!#dqeff~r 1!.

Thus Eq.~D1! finally yields

dV

dqeff
5
n~r 1!

kBT F @qeff~r 1!2qion#$@^uT~1!2&R̂12^uT~1!&R̂1
2

#

1kBT^upol~1!&R̂1%2E dr2n~r 2!H~r 122d!

3H @^fmp~1,2!uT~1!&R̂1R̂22^fmp~1,2!&R̂1R̂2

3^uT~1!&R̂1#2kBTK ]fmp~1,2!

]qeff~r 1! L
R̂1R̂2

J G . ~D4!

Assuming thatn(r 1! is nonzero everywhere in the system
we finally arrive at Eq.~36!.

APPENDIX E: ANALYTICAL INTEGRATIONS OF EQS.
(32), (35), AND (36)

When Eq.~28! is employed, it becomes convenient to
introduce the local coordinate systemO( j )2x1

( j )x2
( j )x3

( j ) at the
center of the moleculej , in which thex3

( j ) axis is parallel to
r j . The orientation of the moleculej is determined by speci-
fying the Euler angle (f j ,u j ,c j ! of the body fixed coordi-
nate systemO(B j)2x1

(B j)x2
(B j)x3

(B j) on the moleculej with
respect to the local coordinate system. We have chos
O2x1x2x3 so that thex3 axis is parallel to thex3

(1) axis.~See
Fig. 1.!

Since any tensor in the form ofG333•••3(1) is invariant
under a rotation around thex3

(1) axis specified byf1, it is
readily seen from Eqs.~19!–~21! that U(1), upol~1!, and
uT(1) are all independent off1. For clarity, we introduce
new notations:

U0~j1!5U~1!,

u0
pol~j1!5upol~1!, ~E1!

u0
T~j1!5uT~1!.
o. 20, 22 November 1995t¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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We use the notationj j to denote the positionr j and the
orientation (u j ,c j ) of the moleculej . The orientation alone
is denoted byv j , which reduces tou j in the case of a linea
molecule. Performing the integration with respect tof1 in
ZR(r 1), we definem0(j1) through
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103,Downloaded¬21¬Dec¬2005¬to¬131.215.225.171.¬Redistribution¬subj
r

m~1!5
1

2pZ0~r 1!
expH 2

U0~j1!

kBT
J [

1

2p
m0~j1!, ~E2!

where

Z0~r 1![E dv1 expH 2
U0~j1!

kBT
J 5

1

2p
ZR~r 1!. ~E3!
Using Eqs.~E1!–~E3! in Eqs.~32!, ~35!, and~36! we obtain

V@n,qeff#5E dr1 f
d~n~r 1!!2E dr1 n~r 1!$m1kBT log@2pZ0~r 1!#%1E dr1 n~r 1!@q

ion2qeff~r 1!#^u0
T~j1!&v1

1
1

2E E dr1 dr2n~r 1!n~r 2!H~r 122d!fatt~r 12!1
1

2E E dr1 dr2n~r 1!n~r 2!H~r 122d!^f0
mp~j1 ,j2!&v1v2

,

~E4!
05md~n~r 1!!2$m1kBT log@2pZ0~r 1!#%

1@qion2qeff~r 1!#^u0
T~j1!&v1

1E dr2 n~r 2!H~r 122d!fatt~r 12!

1E dr2 n~r 2!H~r 122d!^f0
mp~j1 ,j2!&v1v2

, ~E5!

and

05@qeff~r 1!2qion#$@^u0
T~j1!

2&v1
2^u0

T~j1!&v1

2 #

1kBT^u0
pol~j1!&v1

%2E dr2 n~r 2!H~r 122d!

3H @^f0
mp~j1 ,j2!u0

T~j1!&v1v2
Nec
2^f0
mp~j1 ,j2!&v1v2

^u0
T~j1!&v1

#

2kBTK ]f0
mp~j1 ,j2!

]qeff~r 1!
L

v1v2

J , ~E6!

respectively. For arbitrary functionsGa(j1) andGb(j1 ,j2),
we have defined their angular average by

^Ga(j1)&v1
[E dv1 m~j1!Ga~j1! ~E7!

and

^Gb~j1 ,j2!&v1v2
[E E dv1 dv2 m~j1!m~j2!Gb~j1 ,j2!,

~E8!

respectively.f0
mp~j1,j2! is defined by
red
f0
mp~j1 ,j2![

1

~2p!2
E
0

2p

df1E
0

2p

df2 fmp~1,2!52Tabma
~T!~j1!mb

~T!~j2!2 1
3Tabg$ma

~T!~j1!ubg
~T!~j2!2Qab

~T!~j1!mg
~T!~j2!%

2Tabgd$
1
15ma

~T!~j1!Vbgd
~T! ~j2!2 1

9Qab
~T!~j1!Qgd

~T!~j2!1 1
15Vabg

~T! ~j1!md
~T!~j2!%2Tabgde$

1
105ma

~T!~j1!

3Fbgde
~T! ~j2!2 1

45Qab
~T!~j1!Vgde

~T! ~j2!1 1
45Vabg

~T! ~j1!Qde
~T!~j2!2 1

105Fabgd
~T! ~j1!me

~T!~j2!%, ~E9!

where the second equality follows from Eq.~B5! and the definitions

ma
~T!~j j ![

1

2pE0
2p

df jma
~T!~ j !, Qab

~T!~j j ![
1

2pE0
2p

df jQab
~T!~ j !,

~E10!

Vabg
~T! ~j j ![

1

2pE0
2p

df jVabg
~T! ~ j !, Fabgd

~T! ~j j ![
1

2pE0
2p

df jFabgd
~T! ~ j !.

We next rewriteu0
T(j1) andf0

mp~j1,j2! in terms of the tensor components in the local coordinate system. When refer
to the local coordinate systemO( j )2x1

( j )x2
( j )x3

( j ) , these tensors defined by Eq.~E10! are axially symmetric around thex3
( j ) axis.

Hence the only nonzero components are17

m3
~T j !~j j !, Q11

~T j !~j j !5Q22
~T j !~j j !52 1

2Q33
~T j !~j j !, V113

~T j !~j j !5V223
~T j !~j j !52 1

2V333
~T j !~j j !,

~E11!
F1111

~T j ! ~j j !5F2222
~T j ! ~j j !5 3

8F3333
~T j ! ~j j !, F1122

~T j ! ~j j !5 1
8F3333

~T j ! ~j j !, F1133
~T j ! ~j j !5F2233

~T j ! ~j j !52 1
2F3333

~T j ! ~j j !,
o. 20, 22 November 1995t¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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and those obtained by any permutation of the indices. We add the superscriptj for the tensor components expressed in the loca
coordinate systemO( j )2x1

( j )x2
( j )x3

( j ). For the particular choice of the coordinate system shown in Fig. 1,O2x1x2x3 is related
to O(1)2x1

(1)x2
(1)x3

(1) by a linear translation. Thus, the tensor components expressed in the former are the same as
expressed in the latter. In particular,

m3
~T!~j1!5m3

~T1!~j1!, Q33
~T!~j1!5Q33

~T1!~j1!, V333
~T! ~j1!5V333

~T1!~j1!, F3333
~T! ~j1!5F3333

~T1! ~j1!. ~E12!

Other components are readily obtained from Eq.~E11!. From Eqs.~14!, ~E1!, ~E10!, and~E12!

u0
T~j1!52

1

r 1
2m3

~T1!~j1!1
1

r 1
3Q33

~T1!~j1!2
1

r 1
4V333

~T1!~j1!1
1

r 1
5F3333

~T1! ~j1!. ~E13!

For the molecule 2,

ma
~T!~j2!5abamb

~T2!~j2!, Qab
~T!~j2!5agaadbQgd

~T2!~j2!, Vabg
~T! ~j2!5adaaebamgVdem

~T2!~j2!,
~E14!

Fabgd
~T! ~j2!5aeaambatgardFemtr

~T2! ~j2!,

whereaab is the orthogonal transformation matrix fromO2x1x2x3 to O
(2)2x1

(2)x2
(2)x3

(2). Due to the axial symmetry of the
system around thex3 axis, we may set

a5S cosu 0 2sin u

0 1 0

sin u 0 cosu
D , ~E15!

whereu is the angle between thex3 axis and thex3
(2) axis. Using Eqs.~E11!, ~E12!, ~E14!, and~E15!, we may integrate Eq.

~E9! with respect to cosu to obtain

F0
mp~j1 ,j2!52m3

~T1!~j1!m3
~T2!~j2!

]

]~cosu!
Am2m~r 1 ,r 2 ,cosu!2

3

2
Q33

~T1!~j1!m3
~T2!~j2!

]

]~cosu!
AQ2m~r 1 ,r 2 ,cosu!

2
3

2
m3

~T1!~j1!Q33
~T2!~j2!

]

]~cosu!
AQ2m~r 2 ,r 1 ,cosu!1

1

2
V333

~T1!~j1!m3
~T2!~j2!

]

]~cosu!
AV2m~r 1 ,r 2 ,cosu!

1
3

4
Q33

~T1!~j1!Q33
~T2!~j2!

]

]~cosu!
AQ2Q~r 1 ,r 2 ,cosu!1

1

2
m3

~T1!~j1!V333
~T2!~j2!

]

]~cosu!
AV2m~r 2 ,r 1 ,cosu!

1
5

8
F3333

~T1! ~j1!m3
~T2!~j2!

]

]~cosu!
AF2m~r 1 ,r 2 ,cosu!2

5

4
V333

~T1!~j1!Q33
~T2!~j2!

3
]

]~cosu!
AV2Q~r 1 ,r 2 ,cosu!2

5

4
Q33

~T1!~j1!V333
~T2!~j2!

]

]~cosu!
AV2Q~r 2 ,r 1 ,cosu!1

5

8
m3

~T1!~j1!

3F3333
~T2! ~j2!

]

]~cosu!
AF2m~r 2 ,r 1 ,cosu!, ~E16!
where

Am2m~r 1,r 2 ,cosu!5
1

r 12
3 ~cos2 u21!,

AQ2m~r 1 ,r 2 ,cosu!5
1

r 12
5 ~r 2 cosu2r 1!~cos

2 u21!,

AV2m~r 1 ,r 2 ,cosu!

5F 1r 125 2
5

r 12
7 ~r 2 cosu2r 1!

2G~cos2 u21!,

AF2m~r 1 ,r 2 ,cosu!5F 3r 127 2
7

r 12
9 ~r 2 cosu2r 1!

2G
3~r 2 cosu2r 1!~cos

2 u21!,
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AQ2Q~r 1 ,r 2 ,cosu!

5F 4r 125 cosu1
5

r 12
7 r 1r 2~cos

2 u21!G~cos2 u21!,

AV2Q~r 1 ,r 2 ,cosu!5F 1r 127 ~r 22r 1cosu!1
2

r 12
7

3~r 2 cosu2r 1!cosu2
7

r 12
9

3~r 2 cosu2r 1!
2~r 22r 1 cosu!G

3~cos2 u21!. ~E17!
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Recall that Eq.~C3! is obtained for the coordinate sys
tem in which thex3 axis is parallel tor1. Since thex3

( j ) axis
in the local coordinate system of the moleculej is parallel to
r j , we have similar relations:

m3
~T j !~j j !5m3

~P j !~j j !1qeff~r j !

3S 1r j2a33
~ j !~j j !2

1

r j
3A3,33

~ j ! ~j j ! D 1h.o.,

Q33
~T j !~j j !5Q33

~P j !~j j !1
qeff~r j !

r j
2 A3,33

~ j ! ~j j !1h.o.,

~E18!
V333

~T j !~j j !5V333
~P j !~j j !1h.o.,

F3333
~T j ! ~j j !5F3333

~P j ! ~j j !1h.o.,

where the superscriptj has the same significance as befor
The functional form of each tensor given by Eq.~E18! is
identical for every molecule, as a result of the spherical sy
metry of the system. Note that the tensor components on
RHS of Eq.~E18! are expressed in the local coordinate sy
temO( j )2x1

( j )x2
( j )x3

( j ) and can be expressed in terms of tho
in the body fixed coordinate systemO(B j)2x1

(B j)x2
(B j)x3

(B j)

and the Euler angle (f j50,u j ,c j ! of the latter with respect
to the former. Although a molecule is supposed to be
sphere in our model representation, part of the molecu
symmetry is captured in the model through the symmetry
these tensors.

For arbitrary functionGc(r 1 ,r 2 ,cosu!, we have

E dr2 H~r 122d!Gc~r 1 ,r 2 ,cosu!

52pE
r ion1~d/2!

`

r 2
2dr2E

21

c~r1 ,r2!

d~cosu!Gc~r 1 ,r 2 ,cosu!

~E19!

and

E E dr1 dr2H~r 122d!Gc~r 1 ,r 2 ,cosu!

58p2E
r ion1~d/2!

r0
r 1
2 dr1E

r ion1~d/2!

`

r 2
2 dr2

3E
21

c~r1 ,r2!

d~cosu!Gc~r 1 ,r 2 ,cosu!, ~E20!

where r 0 is the radius of the system boundary.c(r 1 ,r 2! is
unity except when the molecule 2 stays inside the spher
shell r L,r,r 11d, wherer L is the larger ofr

ion1d/2 and
r 12d. In this case,

c~r 1 ,r 2!5
r 1
21r 2

22d2

2r 1r 2
, ~E21!

which is the cosine of the angle betweenr1 andr2 when the
molecule 2 is in contact with the molecule 1. This is th
consequence of the hard sphere exclusion represented
H(r 122d). When Eq.~E21! is used along with Eq.~E16!
and the relation
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fatt~r 12!5
]

]~cosu! F2
eattd6

4r 1r 2~r 1
21r 2

222r 1r 2 cosu!2G ,
~E22!

which follows from Eq.~3!, integrals with respect to cosu in
Eqs. ~E4!–~E6! become analytically tractable, reducing the
dimensionality of the integrals in Eq.~E4! to at most four:
two overv1 in calculating the angular average of the total
multipole moments on the molecule 1, and the other two
over r 1 and r 2 . It is not necessary to calculate the angular
average of the total multipole moments on the molecule 2
for they are identical as functions of the ion–molecule dis-
tance to those for the molecule 1. Similarly, integrations in
Eqs.~E5! and ~E6! are at most three dimensional.

Finally, the quantities defined in Eqs.~E17! become zero
at cosu561. Thus, the integration off0

mp~j1,j2! with re-
spect to cosu vanishes unlessr 2 is in the spherical shell
described above. Hence the contribution to the free energ
density or the local dielectric constant atr 1 throughfmp~1,2!
comes from only those molecules within this spherical shell
Also, c(r 1 ,r 2! approaches unity asr 1→`; hence this con-
tribution tends to cancel at this limit, the fact used in the
discussion of Fig. 8 in Sec. IV A. These are the results of ou
mean field approximation.
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